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Recent breakthroughs in gene-editing technologies that can ren-
der individual animals fully resistant to infections may offer
unprecedented opportunities for controlling future epidemics in
farm animals. Yet, their potential for reducing disease spread is
poorly understood as the necessary theoretical framework for esti-
mating epidemiological effects arising from gene-editing applica-
tions is currently lacking. Here, we develop semistochastic
modeling approaches to investigate how the adoption of gene
editing may affect infectious disease prevalence in farmed animal
populations and the prospects and time scale for disease elimina-
tion. We apply our models to the porcine reproductive and respira-
tory syndrome (PRRS), one of the most persistent global livestock
diseases to date. Whereas extensive control efforts have shown
limited success, recent production of gene-edited pigs that are
fully resistant to the PRRS virus have raised expectations for elimi-
nating this deadly disease. Our models predict that disease elimi-
nation on a national scale would be difficult to achieve if gene
editing was used as the only disease control. However, from a
purely epidemiological perspective, disease elimination may be
achievable within 3 to 6 y, if gene editing were complemented
with widespread and sufficiently effective vaccination. Besides
strategic distribution of genetically resistant animals, several other
key determinants underpinning the epidemiological impact of
gene editing were identified.

gene editing j PRRS j CRISPR/Cas9 j mathematical model j infectious
disease

Novel genomic technologies such as gene editing offer
promising opportunities to tackle some of the most press-

ing global challenges humanity faces today. They provide new
prospects to solving emerging threats such as the global
COVID-19 pandemic (1) as well as to long-standing global
health issues such as the HIV/AIDS crisis (2) or malnutrition
(3, 4), with minimal side effects. Besides the medical field, food
production stands to gain most from widespread use of genome
editing technologies. Currently 11% of the human population
suffers malnourishment (5), and this is expected to increase
with the projected growth of the human population to 10.9 bil-
lion by 2100 (42%) (6). Meeting the 60% increase of agricul-
tural production needed to provide sustainable and nutritious
diets will likely require transformative innovations to existing
production methods (7). While genome-editing technologies
have been applied widely in plant breeding to simultaneously
improve production and resilience to diverse stressors (see ref.
8 for examples), their application in the livestock sector is still
in its infancy, primarily due to technical limitations associated
with the gene-editing process itself and the safe and fast dis-
semination of edits, as well as ethical and societal concerns (9).
Nevertheless, breakthroughs in genetic modification of farm
animals through genome editing start to emerge with drastic
improvements in efficiency traits (10, 11), animal welfare (12),

and disease resistance (13, 14). Improving disease resistance in
livestock seems particularly pertinent, as infectious diseases
affect the entire food production chain and its economic viabil-
ity (15).

The recent scientific breakthroughs in genome editing raise
expectations for radical shifts in infectious disease control in
livestock (14). Although many countries currently lack specific
regulations covering the application of genome-edited animals
in the food chain, this technology currently falls under geneti-
cally modified organism legislation in countries that have such
processes. Reflecting this, we are seeing the rapid development
of gene-editing regulations worldwide [see the Global Gene
Editing Regulation Tracker (16) for an up-to-date status of
gene-editing regulations per country]. Specifically, some coun-
tries have identified that some genome-editing strategies are
exempt from regulatory approval. This is reflected in the recent
announcement in Japan that a genome-edited seabream does
not need to be regulated as no gene has been introduced into
the genome (17, 18). These developments make it realistic that
application of gene editing to help control infectious disease is
likely in the near future. This prospect evokes pressing ques-
tions concerning the theoretical and practical feasibility of
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tackling diseases for which conventional control methods have
failed. It is currently not known how to best implement gene-
editing-induced disease resistance to achieve noticeable reduc-
tion in disease prevalence and possibly even eliminate the
disease on a national scale, and on what time scale such ambi-
tious goals could be achieved.

These questions are impossible to address in an entirely
hypothetical context since epidemiological characteristics
affecting the spread of the disease in question and the dynamics
of the dispersal of resistant animals within the population play
important roles in the success of the scheme. In this study, we
focus on a particular disease, porcine reproductive and respira-
tory syndrome (PRRS), for the development of a mathematical
modeling framework to investigate the feasibility of the applica-
tion of gene editing to achieve disease elimination. PRRS rep-
resents one of the most important infectious disease problems
for the pig industry worldwide, with economic losses estimated
at $2.5 billion per annum in the United States and Europe
alone (19, 20). Despite extensive global control efforts, the dis-
ease continues to persist in national commercial pig popula-
tions, largely due to high genetic heterogeneity of the PRRS
virus, PRRSV (21), and the associated limited effectiveness of
all PRRS vaccines (22, 23) and limited reliability of diagnostic
tests (24, 25). There is considerable natural genetic variation in
pigs’ responses to PRRSV infection, but evidence to date sug-
gests that no pig strain is naturally fully resistant to it (26).
However, recent advances in gene editing of porcine macro-
phages, in which a simple disruption of the CD163 gene confers
complete resistance to infection with PRRSV, may revolutionize
future PRRS control (27–29).

To exploit the full potential of gene editing for PRRS con-
trol, we here develop a theoretical proof-of-concept model to
address a number of crucial research questions. To what extent
can gene editing help reduce PRRS prevalence in national
commercial pig populations? Is it possible to eliminate this dis-
ease through gene editing by creating a disease-resistant sub-
population adequately dispersed within the national susceptible
population? If so, what proportion of pigs would have to be
PRRSV-resistant and how would these animals need to be dis-
tributed across herds?

It is unlikely that gene editing will fully replace existing control
methods, such as widespread vaccination. Hence, we also use our
model to investigate the epidemiological effects of gene editing
and vaccination combined. Finally, we investigate how fast the
required proportion of resistant animals could be introduced in a
national commercial pig population, if gene editing was strictly
limited to breeding programs and resistance alleles propagate to
commercial pigs using current industry practices with their diverse
technical limitations. This last question becomes particularly
important for an RNA virus with a high evolutionary rate such as
PRRSV, since escape mutants of the virus might limit the shelf-life
of gene editing and vaccines in terms of effectiveness (14, 30).

We address these questions with two linked simulation mod-
els: 1) an epidemiological model to simulate the effects of differ-
ent disease control schemes on PRRS prevalence in a national
commercial pig population and 2) a gene flow model to simulate
the propagation of PRRSV resistance alleles from breeding pro-
grams that routinely carry out gene editing for PRRS resistance
into the commercial population. The epidemiological model pro-
vides insight into the numbers and distribution of genetically
resistant pigs required to eliminate PRRS under a range of real-
istic scenarios. The allele propagation model subsequently pro-
vides estimates for the time required to realistically produce this
required number of genetically resistant pigs.

Our proof-of-concept model provides quantitative estimates
for how gene editing may reduce infectious disease prevalence
in farm animals and the required time frame and criteria for
eliminating a disease on a national level.

Results
Impact of Gene Editing on Disease Prevalence and Chance of
Disease Elimination.
Gene editing as the only disease control. We first investigated
how gene editing of pigs may affect PRRS prevalence at a
national level. We assessed whether disease elimination
through gene editing alone is possible and what proportion of a
population would have to be genetically resistant to achieve this
goal. Epidemiological theory for herd immunity stipulates that
disease elimination is possible provided that individual subpo-
pulations or herds contain sufficient proportions of resistant
individuals (31). The required proportion of resistant individu-
als (Pe*) in a population depends largely on the disease trans-
mission potential, otherwise known as the reproductive ratio R,
which is defined as the expected number of secondary cases
caused by a primary case over its infectious period (32).

To predict the potential effects of gene editing on PRRS
prevalence at a national level, we simulated national commer-
cial pig populations consisting of herds that varied in size,
PRRS virus exposure, and the baseline transmission potential
R0 in the absence of genetically resistant or vaccinated animals
(see Methods). We then simulated four different distribution
scenarios according to which given numbers of available geneti-
cally resistant pigs are distributed across the herds. These sce-
narios mimic different degrees of regulations concerning the
distribution of these pigs, ranging from a centrally regulated
scheme that may be based on either little or accurate informa-
tion about the baseline transmission potential R0 to an entirely
voluntary uptake by the farmers (see Methods and Table 1). Fol-
lowing epidemiological theory (32), the presence of genetically
resistant pigs in a herd reduces the herd-specific R0 value to the
effective reproductive rate

R ¼ R0ð1� PeÞ,
where Pe denotes the fraction of genetically resistant in the
herd (see Methods for the more generic model also including
vaccination effects). PRRS prevalence on a national level was
then defined as the proportion of herds with R above 1.

Fig. 1 demonstrates that gene editing can contribute to con-
siderable reduction of disease prevalence and even lead to full
elimination under optimal conditions. However, the rate at
which disease prevalence reduces with increasing proportions
of genetically resistant individuals depends strongly on both R0

and how resistant pigs are distributed across herds. In particu-
lar, the latter plays a significant role in whether or not a strat-
egy achieves full disease elimination (Fig. 1).

Specifically, under optimal conditions where the herd-
specific R0 is known or accurately estimated, resistant animals,
if sufficiently available, can be distributed according to demand
to reduce the herd-specific R to below 1 (see above equation,
or Eq. 1 in Methods). This optimum distribution leads to a sig-
nificant reduction in disease prevalence even under higher
average R0 (Fig. 1A) and could achieve disease elimination
when less than half of the national pig population is genetically
resistant for relatively high average R0 (i.e., average R0 <3).
For a moderate average R0 of 1.5, as estimated for PRRS
(33–35), the required proportion of genetically resistant pigs
drops to 30% (Fig. 1A). While this ideal situation would pro-
vide the best environment for PRRS elimination using geneti-
cally resistant animals, it is unlikely to occur in a real pig
production system, where the herd-specific R0 is unknown and
farmers can be expected to differ in their willingness and capa-
bility to invest in adopting the new technology. A perhaps more
realistic distribution scenario, hereafter called comprehensive
distribution, assumes that all herds are supplied with an equal
proportion of available genetically resistant animals, and the
sourcing of resistant pigs is managed by the supplying breeding
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companies rather than the farmer (Fig. 1B). Under these cir-
cumstances, disease prevalence only decreases considerably
when the available proportion of genetically resistant individu-
als in the population is high. In particular, disease elimination

is only possible if the majority of individuals are genetically
resistant (e.g., 74% for average R0 of 1.5; Fig. 1A). The third
alternative model scenario, hereafter called concentrated distri-
bution, considers that not all farmers may embrace gene-

Table 1. Overview of the scenarios for the distribution of genetically resistant pigs across herds in the epidemiological model

Distribution scenario Optimum Comprehensive Concentrated Unregulated

Baseline risk R0

known?
Yes, for each herd No Not necessarily, though

estimates for average R0

may exist

No

Proportion Pe of
resistant pigs per
herd

Optimal proportion to achieve
herd-specific R < 1

Equal proportion Equal proportion in herds
that adopt gene-editing
technology*

Arbitrary variable
proportion in herds
that adopt gene-
editing technology*

Herds that receive
genetically resistant
pigs

Only herds with R0 >1 All herds Only herds that adopt
gene-editing technology*

Only herds that adopt
gene-editing
technology*

Interpretation Fully informed and regulated.
Optimal distribution for
elimination depending on
demand; only (theoretically)
possible if R0 was known
for each herd

Supply of resistant pigs is
uniform across all
herds; supply is
managed by breeding
companies or national
control programs

Voluntary adoption of
gene-editing; all
adopting herds are
supplied with a fixed
proportion of resistant
pigs†; supply is managed
by breeding companies

Voluntary adoption of
gene editing, with
farmers deciding how
many resistant pigs
they receive

*See The Epidemiological Simulation Model for information how these herds were chosen.
†This fixed proportion may or may not be informed by estimates of the baseline disease risk R0; see The Epidemiological Simulation Model for further
information.

Fig. 1. Predicted reduction in PRRS prevalence achieved by using genetically PRRSV-resistant pigs, depending on the average baseline PRRSV transmission
potential R0, the available proportion of resistant individuals, and their distribution across herds. PRRS prevalence is defined as the proportion of herds with
effective disease transmission potential R above 1. The four graphs show four different distribution scenarios of resistant animals into herds (see Table 1 and
main text for details). (A) Optimum distribution, (B) comprehensive distribution, (C) concentrated distribution, (D) unregulated distribution. Shaded areas
correspond to confidence intervals comprising 95% of the predicted values from 100 simulated replicates (note that in A–C these are too narrow to be visi-
ble). Note that in the unregulated distribution scenario (D) the actual proportion of genetically resistant animals across all herds may be lower than the
available proportion (presented on the x axis), explaining why elimination is not possible even if there is unlimited supply of genetically resistant pigs.
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editing and splits farmers into “adopters” and “nonadopters.”
Randomly chosen adopters are supplied with an equal fixed
proportion of genetically resistant animals (where the propor-
tion may or may not be based on national or regional estimates
for R0), whereas nonadopters opt out of this supply entirely. In
contrast to the other scenarios, this concentrated distribution
leads to a linear reduction in disease prevalence with increasing
proportion of genetically resistant animals. Disease elimination
is, however, unachievable unless the supply is based on reason-
ably accurate estimates of R0. For moderate average R0 of 1.5
this implies that most herds (>98%) would need to contain a
large proportion (∼75%) of genetically resistant animals (Figs.
1C and 2A). In contrast to all regulated scenarios, the fourth
scenario simulated an entirely unregulated distribution of
genetically resistant animals, where adoption of these animals
was assumed to be entirely optional to the farmer. Thus, from a
modeling perspective, arbitrary herds are supplied with arbi-
trary proportions of resistant animals independent of herd size
or herd-specific R0. This scenario leads to a relatively small

reduction in disease prevalence with high uncertainty, as repre-
sented by the wide confidence intervals in the simulations (Fig.
1D). Disease elimination through gene editing alone is out of
reach for this unregulated distribution scenario.

The above model scenarios assume a pessimistic situation
where all herds are exposed to PRRSV-infected pigs. Reducing
the exposure probability of each herd to 50% had, however, lit-
tle effect on the overall model predictions: Unless the baseline
transmission potential R0 is known and the distribution of
genetically resistant pigs is regulated accordingly, PRRS elimi-
nation through gene editing alone is only achievable if almost
all herds (>95% for R0 = 1.5) consist primarily (>70% for R0 =
1.5) of genetically resistant animals (see Fig. 2 D–F for moder-
ate R0 = 1.5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 for high R0 = 5).
Gene editing and vaccination as combined disease control. Con-
troversial technologies such as gene editing are unlikely to fully
replace existing measures of disease control soon. The second
question we therefore sought to answer is how gene editing can
effectively complement existing disease control measures. Mass

Fig. 2. Minimum required proportion of genetically resistant animals (solid bars) and corresponding herds adopting gene editing (transparent bars) for
achieving disease elimination through gene editing alone or with vaccination combined, depending on how edited animals are distributed across the
herds. Results are shown for average R0 value of 1.5 and exposure probability of either 100% (A–C) and 50% (D–F) and vaccine effectiveness of 70%. Dif-
ferent colors refer to different distribution scenarios (see Table 1) with blue = optimum, black = comprehensive, green = concentrated and yellow =
unregulated. The proportion of edited animals in the concentrated scenarios is chosen at the smallest possible proportion for elimination under each sce-
nario, resulting in a Pe of 0.75 for scenarios A, B, D, and E (green bars), a Pe of 0.5 for scenario C (green bars, purple fill), and a Pe of 0.1 for scenario F
(green bars, red fill). For further explanation of editing and vaccination strategies and the different distribution of edited individuals across herds see the
main text.
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vaccination of pigs against PRRS is already widespread in
many countries but has limited effectiveness (22, 36) and subse-
quently cannot serve as a singular elimination tool. To investi-
gate the combined impact of gene editing and vaccination on
the feasibility of eliminating PRRS, we calculated the PRRSV
transmission potential (see Methods) for scenarios where either
vaccination or gene editing is applied as the sole disease control
strategy or applied either as complementary alternatives (here-
after referred to as the Edit or Vaccinate scenario; see Meth-
ods) or jointly (hereafter referred to as the Edit and Vaccinate
scenario; see Methods).

In line with existing estimates, our model (with R values cal-
culated using Eq. 1 in Methods) predicts that PRRS elimination
cannot be achieved through mass vaccination alone when vac-
cine effectiveness is 70% or less and the average R0 is 1.5 and
exposure probability is 50% or higher (37, 38). Elimination
could, however, be achievable if vaccination and gene editing
are deployed together (Fig. 2). Compared to the requirements
for eliminating PRRS through gene editing alone, the required
amount of genetically resistant animals and herds adopting
such animals reduces considerably if gene editing is comple-
mented by mass vaccination (Fig. 2). The biggest gains occur if
vaccination is applied to all susceptible animals (Edit and Vac-
cinate scenario, Fig. 2 C and F) rather than just in herds that
deploy vaccination as an alternative disease control to gene
editing (Edit or Vaccinate scenario, Fig. 2 B and E). For exam-
ple, when the average R0 is 1.5 and all herds are exposed to
PRRSV infection, the required proportion of genetically resis-
tant pigs drops by 83% from 74 to as little as 12% resistant pigs
for the centrally regulated comprehensive distribution scenario
when gene editing is complemented by vaccination of all sus-
ceptible animals with a vaccine of 70% effectiveness (Fig. 2C).

Perhaps most importantly, the model predicts that PRRS
elimination becomes possible even when the adoption of genet-
ically resistant animals is unregulated if mass vaccination is
simultaneously applied, although it would still require most
herds in a population to purchase genetically resistant animals
(Fig. 2 C and F). The exact percentage of herds and genetically
resistant animals required depends strongly on the baseline
transmission potential (see Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1) and
the exposure probability. Whereas the voluntary scheme would
require 70% of pigs to be genetically resistant in over 91% of
herds when the average R0 is 1.5 and PRRSV exposure is 100%,
only 20% of genetically resistant pigs distributed across 63% of
herds would suffice if the exposure probability dropped to 50%
(Fig. 2 C and F).

As would be expected, the required number of resistant pigs
increases when the transmission potential of PRRS is higher.
However, even in a severe scenario corresponding to average
R0 of 5 and 100% exposure, the model predicts that disease can
be eliminated when all herds are supplied with a set proportion
of 53% genetically resistant animals and all susceptible pigs are
vaccinated (see SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
Impact of vaccine effectiveness on disease elimination. Whereas
gene editing and vaccination with vaccines of relatively high
effectiveness (≥70%) emerges as a highly effective PRRS elimi-
nation strategy in our models, vaccination with poorly effective
vaccines is predicted to contribute relatively little to disease
elimination. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 (and SI Appendix, Fig.
S2 for higher R0), which also shows that for a voluntary distri-
bution scheme disease elimination is no longer possible when
vaccine effectiveness is 50% or less.
Time scale for achieving disease elimination. With the required
proportions of genetically resistant animals under different
strategies defined, the third question surrounding the feasibility
of gene editing can be addressed: How long does it take to pro-
duce the required numbers of genetically resistant animals
using current breeding techniques within existing technical

constraints? Given the potentially limited shelf life of gene edit-
ing caused by the emergence of escape mutants, fast dissemina-
tion of genetically resistant pigs into the commercial level is
crucial. This could be hampered by the fact that gene-editing
technology will be limited to the top tier of the multitier pig
production pyramid (Fig. 4) and that the PRRS resistance
allele is recessive (14). Genotyping of pigs to trace resistance
genotypes could help to identify both resistant and heterozy-
gous carrier selection candidates and propagate the resistance
allele efficiently through the production pyramid. However,
genotyping is costly and not usually applied in the lower tiers.
Despite these and various other technical limitations, which
were considered in our gene flow simulation model (see Meth-
ods for details), we found that gene-edited resistance alleles
can be efficiently disseminated through the tiers of the popula-
tion without continuous genotyping of selection candidates in
lower population tiers. Through selective mating of both homo-
zygous resistant and heterozygous carrier animals in the top
two tiers where genotyping is conventionally carried out, the
resistance allele effectively propagates through the whole pro-
duction pyramid, eventually resulting in genetically resistant
animals carrying two copies of the resistance allele in the com-
mercial tier (Fig. 4).

Our natural gene flow model predicts that the required pro-
portion of resistant animals in the commercial population to
achieve disease elimination under the different distribution and
vaccination scenarios above can be reached within less than 6 y
(see Fig. 5). In the best-case scenario, where genetically resis-
tant animals are distributed optimally across herds and this is
augmented by mass vaccination with a vaccine of at least 70%
effectiveness (either only in herds that do not receive resistant
animals or of susceptible animals in general), this can be
achieved within less than 3 y (green lines, Fig. 5; for details on
timepoints see SI Appendix, Table S1). Gene-editing a higher
percentage of selection candidates in the top tier of the produc-
tion pyramid does not result in a proportional reduction of the
time needed to produce the required proportion of resistant
animals (e.g., in the example above, increasing the editing pro-
portion from 5 to 20% only reduces the time before required
numbers are reached by 20%).

Discussion
The results of our modeling study suggest that gene editing
could drastically reduce PRRS prevalence and may succeed in
eliminating PRRS within 3 to 6 y of selective breeding. If gene
editing was the only disease elimination tool, this would, how-
ever, require a highly regulated distribution scheme that supplies
the majority of herds with a disproportionally large percentage
of genetically resistant pigs. Given that adoption by farmers
remains one of the biggest barriers to implementation of bio-
technology (39), this blanket distribution of a novel genomic
technology seems unlikely under current conditions. Nonethe-
less, we found PRRS elimination still to be feasible for a more
realistic scenario where gene editing and mass vaccination are
used conjunctively, allowing individual farmers to choose their
management tool. Effective application of both control strategies
simultaneously drastically reduces the required number of genet-
ically resistant pigs and herds needed to adopt these and can
achieve elimination even without stringent regulations concern-
ing their distribution. Since PRRS has proven difficult to combat
with conventional disease control (22, 40), this finding is encour-
aging, as it illustrates that effective combination of existing
control tools with novel genomic technologies may achieve the
so-far-impossible outcome of much desired disease elimination.

Our model, despite its simplicity, provides important insights
into the key determinants and their interactions that underpin
the success of gene editing in controlling livestock epidemics.
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Determinant 1: The Baseline Transmission Potential R0. As expected,
the higher the baseline transmission potential R0, the more
stringent control measures (e.g., more genetically resistant
pigs) are needed to achieve a desired outcome (compare Fig. 2
[mean R0 = 1.5] and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 [mean R0 = 5]). In
practice, the implementation of effective disease control is
hampered by the fact that R0 typically varies across subpopula-
tions and that precise estimates of R0 are rarely available (41,
42). Our model accommodates for heterogeneities in R0 implic-
itly by drawing herd-specific R0 values from normal distribu-
tions. The results highlight the importance for obtaining precise
subpopulation-specific estimates of R0, as such estimates allow
for more effective targeted disease control with minimum wast-
age of valuable resources, such as genetically resistant pigs. The
optimal distribution scenario in our model, which assumes that
herd-specific R0 values are known, required up to 60% fewer
genetically resistant pigs for disease elimination compared to
other distribution scenarios with less precise or no knowledge
of R0. However, given the high uncertainty in herd-specific R0

values in practice (42), we incorporated different degrees of
knowledge about R0 in the modeled distribution scenarios, rang-
ing from full knowledge of herd-specific R0 represented by the
optimum distribution scenario to partial knowledge (e.g., national
or regional average R0 estimates) accommodated within the

concentrated scenario to potentially zero knowledge represented
by the other scenarios. Based on our model predictions, PRRS
elimination through gene editing was only possible if R0 was at
least partially known or complemented by mass vaccination of all
susceptible individuals with a sufficiently effective vaccine.

Determinant 2: Distribution of Genetically Resistant Animals across
Herds. Our model results show that reduction in disease preva-
lence and the prospect of disease elimination depend strongly
on how available genetically resistant animals are distributed
across herds. Whereas the modeled optimum distribution was
able to eliminate PRRS from a national commercial pig popu-
lation without complementary vaccination with only as little as
30% of pigs carrying the PRRS resistance genotype, the
unregulated distribution could only achieve elimination if 70%
of all pigs were genetically resistant and the remaining pigs
were vaccinated with a sufficiently effective vaccine. Feasibility
issues with regard to the appropriate dissemination of geneti-
cally resistant individuals in commercial populations warranted
modeling a variety of potential scenarios.

The optimum distribution scenario provides valuable insights
into the potential scope of gene editing for controlling epidem-
ics in a hypothetical world, where the full-scale benefits of gene
editing for disease control can be realized. However, it is

Fig. 3. Minimum required proportion of genetically resistant animals for achieving disease elimination through gene editing and vaccination combined,
depending on vaccine effectiveness εV and exposure probability. Dark bars: εV = 0.7, medium bars: εV = 0.5; light bars: εV = 0.3. Different colors refer to
different distribution scenarios (see Table 1) with blue = optimum, black = comprehensive, green = concentrated and yellow = unregulated. The propor-
tion of edited animals in the concentrated scenarios is chosen at the smallest possible proportion for elimination under each scenario, resulting in a Pe of
0.75 for scenarios A and C (green bars), a Pe of 0.5 for scenario B (green bars, purple fill), and a Pe of 0.1 for scenario D (green bars, red fill). An average
transmission potential of R0 = 1.5 was assumed.
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unlikely to be met in practice as it not only assumes that herd-
specific R0 values are known but also that PRRSV-resistant
pigs are identifiable, and that no obstacles for providing each
herd with the required number of genetically resistant pigs
exist. Identifying PRRSV-resistant pigs would require either
tracing the parentage across the production pyramid or geno-
typing all commercial pigs, neither of which is current industry
practice. Unless adoption of genetically resistant pigs was made
compulsory (comprehensive scenario), only a fraction of herds
is therefore likely to contain these pigs in practice. Further-
more, the proportion of genetically resistant pigs that each of
these herds receive could be either controlled by the supplier
(concentrated scenario) or by the farmer (see unregulated sce-
nario). Either of them could base their decisions on estimates
of R0, which are realistically only available on a national or

regional level. Our choice of distribution scenarios aimed to
capture this wide spectrum of potential scenarios and to pro-
vide useful quantitative estimates of the associated impact. To
accommodate the common lack of herd-specific R0 estimates,
all distribution scenarios except for the optimum scenario
assumed that the proportion of genetically resistant pigs per
herd is independent of the herd-specific R0. It should be noted
that predictions for all alternative scenarios to the optimum
scenario also apply if the resistance genotype of pigs was not
exactly known, as long as the overall proportion of genetically
resistant pigs in the population was known by the suppliers and
pigs were distributed randomly to the receiving herds. Our
model provides quantitative estimates of how each distribution
scenario may affect PRRS prevalence and importantly reveals
that gene editing can substantially reduce the prevalence even
if adopted in restricted, suboptimal capacity. However, PRRS
elimination would realistically require a widespread uptake of
genetically resistant pigs and a regulated distribution of these
across a significant proportion of herds (i.e., over 50% for aver-
age R0 = 1.5), coupled with a disease surveillance and vaccina-
tion program.

Determinant 3: Combination of Alternative Control Measures with
Different Effectiveness. There is general acceptance that no sin-
gle silver bullet can eliminate persistent diseases such as PRRS,
but that this would require a combination of effective control
measures (43–45). Correspondingly, our epidemiological model
predicts that PRRS elimination cannot be realistically achieved
through the sole application of gene editing or vaccination but
becomes feasible if both measures are effectively used in con-
junction. Importantly, our results suggest that the likely pres-
ence of staunch nonadopters, e.g., farmers that cannot be
incentivized to participate in an elimination scheme on the
basis of gene editing, may not necessarily stand in the way of
realizing the full potential of gene editing since not all herds
have to receive genetically resistant animals if simultaneous
vaccination is applied.

Our model results also demonstrate that the success of com-
bined control strategies hinges on their relative effectiveness.
Whereas evidence to date suggests that pigs carrying two copies
of the PRRS resistance alleles are fully resistant to PRRSV
infection (i.e., effectiveness of gene editing = 1) (27, 28, 46),

Fig. 5. Time to reach proportions of resistant pigs in the population needed for PRRS elimination under different gene-editing scenarios. The indicated
threshold levels refer to required numbers of genetically resistant pigs for achieving elimination under different distribution scenarios of pigs in the com-
mercial tier (average R0 = 1.5 and exposure probability = 100%). For visibility, not all scenarios are depicted.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a typical five-tier pig production structure
implemented into the gene-flow model. Two maternal breeds, A (black,
e.g., Yorkshire) and B (gray, e.g., Landrace), are crossed to create hybrid
females. Hybrid sows are mated to males from a terminal breed T (white,
e.g., Duroc) to produce commercial animals. The color composition in indi-
vidual animals represents the relative breed contribution. Numbers next to
the arrows denote selection proportions transferred into subsequent tiers.
Gene editing is performed in all three breeds but limited to tier I only;
genotyping of selection candidates is carried out in tiers I and II (see Meth-
ods: The Epidemiological Simulation Model for more details).
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the effectiveness of existing PRRS vaccines is severely compro-
mised among other factors by the limited cross-protectivity of a
given vaccine to different PRRSV strains, resulting in vaccine
efficacies below 50% (47, 48), suboptimal vaccine administra-
tion (37, 49), or host heterogeneity in vaccine responsiveness
(50). In our model, elimination of PRRS falls out of reach for
the less stringent unregulated and concentrated distribution
scenarios if vaccine effectiveness drops below 50%. Published
field-study estimates of vaccine effectiveness for PRRS are
rare; however, a recent PRRS modeling study calibrated with
weekly PRRSV outbreak data from over 2,100 US pig farms
estimated that a 50% vaccine effectiveness as defined in Eq. 1
could be achieved with vaccines with 12% efficacy, whereas effi-
cacies above 50% would be required to pass the 70% effective-
ness threshold (38). These predictions clearly demonstrate the
need for continued support of vaccine development even when
new and perhaps at first sight more promising technologies
such as gene editing appear on the horizon.

Similar to gene editing, the impact of vaccination also
depends strongly on vaccine coverage (37). Here we deliber-
ately made the strong assumption that mass vaccination is
applied either in all herds that do not adopt gene editing or in
all herds altogether. Although PRRS vaccination is widespread
in practice, these assumptions are obviously unlikely to be met
in reality. Incomplete vaccine coverage would prevent disease
elimination when the adoption of genetically resistant pigs is
sparse and exposure risk is high, as indicated by the high
proportion of resistant pigs needed when vaccines with lower
effectiveness are being used (see SI Appendix, Fig. S2). This
highlights the need to consider additional determinants that
may underpin the success of gene editing for disease control in
future studies, such as natural genetic variation in pigs’ PRRS
resistance. Indeed, genetic selection of pigs for increased natu-
ral PRRS resistance has been advocated as a viable comple-
ment to existing PRRS control (51, 52). Combined application
of these complementary genetic disease control strategies may
effectively eliminate PRRS even under restricted vaccine usage.

Determinant 4: Exposure Risk. It is unlikely that all herds are
simultaneously and equally exposed to the PRRS virus. Hetero-
geneity in exposure was included in our model through a ran-
dom uniform exposure probability distribution. While reduction
of the average exposure risk from 100 to 50% had little influ-
ence on the model results associated with gene editing as sole
disease control strategy, it drastically reduced the requirements
for genetically resistant animals when gene editing and vaccina-
tion were used in conjunction. In reality, exposure risk will
likely depend on PRRS prevalence in herds that are in close
spatial proximity or linked through, e.g., transport or trading
(53, 54). While spatial factors were not explicitly considered in
our model presented here, exploration of these is an important
avenue for future modeling studies as they would allow more
strategic and targeted distribution of genetically resistant ani-
mals in epidemic hotspots. Furthermore, some countries or
regions contain high frequency of smallholder farms with small
herd size, which are unlikely to adopt gene-editing technologies
or even vaccination. The impact of these farms on the overall
exposure risk and subsequent prospects for elimination war-
rants further investigation.

Timeliness and Other Considerations for Practical Applications.
PRRSV has been estimated to have the highest evolutionary
rate (on the order of 10�2 per site per year) of all known RNA
viruses (with rates ranging from 10�3 to 10�5 per site per year)
(55). This alarming evolutionary rate, together with observa-
tions that the virus evolves toward increased virulence with abil-
ity to evade vaccine-induced immunity (36), raises concerns
about how long the current gene-editing process confers

complete resistance to this virus. Hence, ambitious goals such
as disease elimination would need to be achievable within a
short time frame. Coupling the epidemiological model with a
gene flow model suggests that PRRS can be potentially elimi-
nated through use of gene editing within 3 to 6 y. Although it is
impossible to predict whether this is sufficiently fast to win the
race against virus evolution, this time scale fits well within the
anticipated time scale of current national or regional elimina-
tion programs for PRRS and other livestock diseases (45, 56).

A number of simplifying assumptions in our gene-flow model
warrant further investigations with regard to their impact on
the predicted time scales. Our model describes the national pig
industry by a five-tier breeding pyramid originating from three
pure breeds. Although this structure is common for modeling
pig breeding schemes (57, 58), it does not take into account the
multitude of different breeding companies and different breeds
that often form part of the cross-breeding schemes behind
hybrid pig production. Furthermore, we assumed that all selec-
tion candidates for selection in the top pyramid tier are also
candidates for gene editing, thus ignoring the possibility that
some breeding companies may not apply the technology to all
selection candidates, or not apply it at all if this meets best their
costumers’ demand. Our model could easily accommodate this
increased complexity by increasing the proportion of gene edits
carried out to a subset of selection candidates in the top tier. In
the current model gene editing of 20% of animals in the top
tier was sufficient to satisfy the demands for genetically resis-
tant animals in the lower tiers. Increasing this proportion in a
subset of breeds composing the top production tier would gen-
erate the required number of genetically resistant animals in
the commercial population in a similar time frame. An
additional limitation of the current model is the absence of a
strategy for the management of inbreeding, which could be
incorporated alongside the implementation of separate breed-
specific populations.

Our gene-flow model assumes gene-editing technologies to
be incorporated into traditional breeding schemes based on
natural mating or artificial insemination of selection candidates.
However, a number of more efficient methods for fast propaga-
tion of genetically resistant to the commercial tier have been
recently proposed, such as, e.g., the use of surrogate sire tech-
nology (59) or gene-drives (60) for the faster propagation of
the resistance allele, or the use of, e.g., self-terminating “daisy
chain” gene-drives that disappear from the population after a
few generations (61). These may not only accelerate the rate at
which genetically resistant animals can be produced but may
also help to limit potential contamination effects of gene edit-
ing on the wider population (62), e.g. organic producers that
need to ensure that their animals do not carry any artificially
altered genetic material.

Finally, it is important to remind readers that this study
focused purely on the epidemiological impact of gene editing.
Implementation of this controversial technology into practical
disease control will also largely depend on economic and socie-
tal aspects. Estimated annual economic losses due to PRRSV
range between $24 million and $664 million in European coun-
tries and the United States alone (63, 64). Future studies are
therefore required to assess the economic feasibility of the
approaches presented here and to weigh the associated eco-
nomic costs against the considerable potential economic bene-
fits of eliminating one of the costliest livestock diseases to date.
A thorough cost–benefit analysis is beyond the scope of this
study. However, one major cost factor flagged by our models
concerns the investment into routine genotyping of commercial
pigs, which would allow identification and targeted distribution
of genetically resistant pigs, thus increasing the chance of dis-
ease elimination. In addition, economic assessments should
consider potential trade-offs arising from selection for gene-
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edited pigs with selection for other important livestock traits in
multitrait improvement programs. Preferential selection of ani-
mals carrying the resistance allele likely results in a loss in
genetic gain for other traits in the breeding goal, as do selection
decisions due to inbreeding avoidance. While these weighted
selection decisions are expected to have a limited impact on the
time needed to reach sufficient numbers of genetically PRRSV-
resistant individuals for PRRS elimination, the scale of these
trade-offs will greatly influence the willingness of livestock
breeders and farmers to produce and adopt genetically resistant
animals. This willingness may drop considerably when PRRS
prevalence has reduced to low levels, or if elimination has been
achieved. As such, including scale of adoption over time in a
cost–benefit analysis framework would inform a feasible level
of investment in gene editing for PRRS resistance. In the con-
text of adoption, an important aspect to consider, with epidemi-
ological and economic consequences, is the likelihood that
reducing the number of genetically resistant pigs in the national
population increases the risk of reintroduction of PRRSV
through international trading of domestic pigs, and possibly
also through natural reservoirs such as wild boars infected with
PRRSV (65, 66).

Conclusions
In summary, our proof-of-concept study highlights hitherto
unprecedented opportunities for eliminating infectious diseases
in livestock by complementing existing control methods with
novel gene-editing technologies. The model provides some first
quantitative estimates of how many edited individuals may be
required, and how these would need to be distributed depend-
ing on the overall transmission potential of the disease and the
quality and application of available vaccines. It particularly
highlights the continued need to develop vaccines with high
effectiveness and to consider additional control options such as
genomic selection for natural (yet incomplete) PRRS resis-
tance. Effective combination of these alternatives increases the
chance for disease elimination and reduces the requirements
for stringent regulations concerning the application of each of
these measures. Finally, our study provides some first estimates
of resource requirements to balance epidemiological benefits
against economic trade-offs and stresses the urgent need to
carefully investigate and weigh epidemiological and economic
benefits against ethical and other societal concerns.

Methods
The Epidemiological Simulation Model. We simulated a commercial pig popu-
lation representative for many countries in Europe or pig-producing regions
in North America or China (67), which consisted of 12 million pigs distributed
into 5,000 herds. Herd size was assumed normally distributed around a mean
of 2,400 with an SD of 1,000 pigs. Note that this excludes countries or regions
in which pigs are predominantly reared in smallholder or backyard farms. Fur-
thermore, we assumed that each herd is exposed to PRRSV infection with a
given exposure probability pexp. This value was originally set to 1 tomodel the
worst-case scenario and then reduced to 0.5 to mimic the more realistic situa-
tion of heterogenous exposure risk.

Once exposed, epidemiological theory stipulates that an infectious disease
cannot invade a herd if its transmission potential, i.e., the so-called reproduc-
tive ratio R, is below 1, whereas invasion is possible when R > 1 (32). The R
value is usually not precisely known and is expected to differ between individ-
ual herds, depending on the circulating pathogen strain, the pig breed, individ-
ual variation in resistance to the infection, environmental factors, and herd
management and biosecurity characteristics (37, 68). Detailed epidemiological
modeling of PRRSV transmission dynamics that considers these demographic
characteristics as well as within- and between-herd contact structures affecting
disease transmission will be an important avenue for future predictive model-
ing, but as a first step we here sought to gain initial qualitative and quantita-
tive understanding about the potential impact of gene editing on PRRS
control. To achieve this, we simply assumed that in the absence of gene editing
or vaccination the baseline PRRSV transmission potential R0 for the different

herds follows a normal distribution ∼N(μR0, σR0), which is independent of the
herd size, i.e., PRRS transmission was assumed to be density-dependent (69).

Following epidemiological theory (32) and assuming no interactive effects
between genetic resistance and vaccination, the presence of genetically resis-
tant and/or vaccinated pigs in a herd reduces the herd-specific R0 value to the
effective reproductive rate

R ¼ R0ð1� εePe � εvPv 1� Peð ÞÞ, [1]

where the parameters εe and εv denote the effectiveness (i.e., proportional
reduction in PRRSV infection) of gene editing and vaccination, respectively,
and Pe and Pv denote the fraction of genetically resistant or vaccinated ani-
mals in the current herd, respectively, with Pe þ Pv ≤ 1. For scenarios repre-
senting heterogeneous exposure, herds (chosen at random with probability
pexp) that are not exposed to PRRSV infection are assigned a value R < 1. Input
parameters with the assumed ranges for the epidemiological simulation
model are listed in SI Appendix, Table S2.

In this study we define PRRS prevalence as the proportion of herds for
which the effective reproductive rate R ≥ 1 as per Eq. 1. PRRSV is considered to
be eliminated from the population if R < 1 in over 99% of herds.

Eq. 1 allows calculation of the required proportion of genetically resistant
and vaccinated individuals to achieve herd immunity, i.e., R < 1. In particular,
in a nonvaccinated herd ðPv ¼ 0) and assuming gene-editing efficacy εe=1, the
required minimum proportion of edited pigs per herd for preventing disease
invasion (i.e., achieving R < 1) is

P�
e > 1� 1

R0

� �
: [2]

Expression 2 implies that PRRS can in principle be eliminated from a national
pig population if the herd-specific R0 values were known or could be reliably
estimated and each herd contains the critical number of genetically resistant
individuals P�

e.
According to Eqs. 1 and 2, disease prevalence and elimination on a national

scale depend not only on the proportion of genetically resistant and vacci-
nated animals in a population, and on the effectiveness of the corresponding
control measure, but also on how these animals are distributed across the
herds. The proportions Pe of genetically resistant pigs in each herd were speci-
fied by the corresponding distribution and vaccination scenarios. Specifically,
for the optimal, concentrated, and unregulated distribution scenarios (Table
1), herds were selected at random to receive the required proportion P�

e (opti-
mal), or a given fixed proportion Pe (concentrated) or arbitrary proportion
Pe (unregulated) of genetically resistant animals, respectively, until the avail-
able stock of genetically resistant animals was either depleted or the demand
was satisfied, whichever was achieved first. In the comprehensive distribution
strategy, the available stock of genetically resistant animals was distributed
uniformly across all herds, thus resulting in an average equal fraction of edited
animals Pe in each herd.

For simulations that also included vaccination, the distribution of geneti-
cally resistant animals across herds was carried out first, and vaccination was
subsequently assumed to be applied to either all animals in herds that con-
tained no genetically resistant animals (Edit or Vaccinate strategy) or to all
remaining susceptible animals across all herds (Edit and Vaccinate strategy).
Thus, for the Edit or Vaccinate strategy the proportion Pv of vaccinated indi-
vidual per herd is either 0 or 1, depending on whether the farmer adopts
genetically resistant animals or applies mass vaccination to control PRRS. For
the Edit or Vaccinate scenario, where all nonresistant animals (and possibly
also resistant animals if their resistance status is unknown) are vaccinated, Pv
was set to 1� Pe.

For each model scenario, 100 replicates were produced, and the means and
SEs over the replicates were calculated. The minimum number of herds and
genetically resistant animals required to achieve disease elimination for each
simulated scenario was calculated using the Newton–Raphson optimization
method (70).

Gene-Flow Simulation Model. We developed a stochastic gene-flow simula-
tion model to track the propagation of PRRS resistance alleles through a typi-
cal five-tier pig production pyramid into the commercial pig population (57),
where gene editing can realistically only be carried out on a subset of pigs at
the top pyramid tier. This specific pathogen-free (SPF) nucleus tier typically
consists of purebred animals (here from three distinct breeds) that are selec-
tively bred at high health and management level and of which a proportion
are then sold or provide semen to farms in the lower tiers of the pyramid, as
outlined in Fig. 4. Pigs in each tier are produced through mating (or artificial
insemination) a fixed proportion of males and females from the same or
upper pyramid tiers that have been selected to act as parents for the next gen-
eration (see SI Appendix, Table S3 for selected proportions andmating ratios),
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thus propagating their genetic material to offspring in the same or subse-
quent tier.

To assign a time scale to the natural propagation of the resistance alleles
through the production pyramid, offspring in each tier are produced in the
simulations in discrete monthly batches to represent a management system
that is aligned with the natural reproductive and life cycle of pigs (see
assumed parameter values in SI Appendix, Table S4).

PRRS resistance was assumed to be controlled by a single gene in our
model and to follow Mendelian inheritance patterns. Since PRRS resistance is
expected to be just one of multiple genetic traits on which selection decisions
are based, each animal was also assigned a single value representing its total
genetic merit that it passes on to its offspring. This value represents a combi-
nation of genetically correlated and uncorrelated traits controlled by many
genes with standard polygenic inheritance patterns (71) and allows for the
calculation of mean genetic merit of the entire population.

In the beginning of the simulation, a stable starting population was gener-
ated for each tier of the production pyramid in the absence of gene editing.
This was achieved by first creating founder populations for each of the three
breeds represented in the top pyramid tier, where each animal was assigned a
genetic merit drawn from a random normal distribution. Specified propor-
tions of individuals were then selected for mating within the nucleus based on
their genetic merit (for proportions, see SI Appendix, Table S3). Once a stable
base population was obtainedwithin the nucleus (after about 18mo), individ-
uals (or semen) were selected for transfer to subsequent tiers as shown in Fig.
4. The burn-in phase was then run for an additional 33 mo to create base pop-
ulations in all pyramid tiers. The maximum numbers of sows in each tier were
back-calculated based on the number of commercial piglets produced annu-
ally (12 million), the selection proportions, and the underlying pig life-cycle
parameters (SI Appendix, Table S4). The burn-in period resulted in a homoge-
nously susceptible population that contained no animals carrying the PRRS
resistance allele.

PRRS resistance was introduced into the population by selecting a fixed
proportion (5%, 10%, or 20%, respectively) of animals with the highest
genetic merit from each breed in the top tier of the production pyramid, the
SPF nucleus, to undergo the gene-editing process. Gene editing was limited to

tier I to test the feasibility of reaching sufficient numbers of resistant animals
in the commercial tier without applying repeated gene editing throughout
the breeding pyramid. Editing success using CRISPR/Cas9 and embryo survival
rates were assumed to be 0.81 and 0.61, respectively (72). Animals in the top
pyramid tier were then preferentially selected based on their PRRS resistance
genotype as well as (if there were not enough animals carrying at least one
PRRS resistance allele) their genetic merit value, thus allowing the resistance
alleles to be naturally propagated to the subsequent tiers following Mende-
lian inheritance patterns.

As selection candidates in tier II, the production nucleus tier, were assumed
to be genotyped to determine their resistance genotype, preferential selec-
tion for the successful gene edit occurred here as well. Since only high-merit
selection candidates are selected in the gene-editing process inside the SPF
nucleus, selection in the absence of genotyping in the lower tiers of the pyra-
mid is expected to also be skewed toward animals carrying the PRRS resistance
allele. However, genotyping in the top two tiers accelerates the flow of resis-
tant individuals from the top of the breeding pyramid into the lower tiers
while reflecting current industry practices.

In tiers III and IV, animals were selected based on their genetic merit alone.
The gene-flow simulation model generated estimates for the number of ani-
mals carrying one or two copies of the resistance allele in each pyramid tier,
and in particularly for the number of PRRSV resistant animals in the commer-
cial population, over time.

Data Availability. Code and simulated data have been deposited in GitHub
(https://github.com/awilso17/GeneEdit-sim).
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